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Information regarding occupants inside buildings has the potential to improve security, energy management, and
caregiving. Typical sensing approaches for occupant localization rely on mobile devices and cameras. These
systems compromise privacy. Occupant localization using floor-vibration measurements, induced by footsteps, is
a non-intrusive sensing method that requires few sensors (one per ~35 m2). Current occupant-localization
methodologies that rely on vibration measurements are data-driven techniques. These techniques do not ac
count for the structural behavior of floor slabs leading to ambiguous interpretations of vibrations measurement in
the presence of obstructions and varying floor rigidities. In this paper, a model-based approach using errordomain model falsification (EDMF) is used to overcome these limitations. EDMF incorporates information
related to physics-based models in the interpretation of vibration measurements to identify a population of
possible occupant locations. EDMF accommodates systematic errors and model bias to reject models that
contradict measurement data. Uncertainties from multiple sources such as modeling imperfection and walkinggait variability are included explicitly while estimating occupant locations using EDMF. A unique approach to
identify footstep-contact dynamics is proposed and evaluated for its ability to improve the precision of occupant
localization. The approach involves dividing the floor-slab into zones using knowledge of structural behavior.
Clustering measured vibrations to define several footstep-contact severity levels helps reduce uncertainty in
walking gait thus improving the accuracy of footstep-contact dynamics to use as loading input into model
simulations. The utility of occupant localization using this approach is evaluated using a full-scale case study.
Localization precision increased by more than 50% compared with non-zone-based strategies.

1. Introduction
Information regarding occupant locations inside buildings has the
potential to improve important building functions such as security sys
tems [1] and caregiving [2,3]. Moreover, understanding occupant flows
inside buildings may be beneficial for space and energy management
[4–7].
Current sensing technologies that have been used in occupant iden
tification include cameras [8,9], and wearable devices such as smart
phones [10,11]. However, optical sensors and radio-frequency devices
typically required highly instrumented floors leading to regular main
tenance [12–14]. Also, use of mobile devices and cameras are liable to
privacy intrusiveness and inherently affected indoor occupant behavior.
Alternative sensing approaches, such as acoustic devices [15,16], smartflooring systems (pressure sensors) and vibration sensors [17] are

preferred since they preserved privacy. However, smart-flooring systems
have required highly instrumented floors (thousands of sensors)
[18,19]. Acoustic-based occupant localization have been compromised
by ambient audible noise [20,21]. Such systems are not suitable for large
full-scale applications. This study describes occupant localization using
sparsely placed and non-intrusive sensors to measure floor vibrations
that are induced by human footsteps.
Data-driven (non-physics-based or model-free) approaches, such as
the time-difference-of-arrival (TDoA) method, have been carried out
using footstep-induced vibration measurements for occupant localiza
tion [22–28]. TDoAs between measured footstep-induced floor vibra
tions at multiple sensors with overlapping coverage were used to
triangulate occupant locations. Due to the dispersive nature of typical
floor slabs, the wave propagation induced by footstep impacts resulted
in low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) vibrations, thereby leading to inac
curate localization. Thus, for full-scale applications, many sensors have
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Nomenclature

Zi

Latin letters
fi,j
Footstep-impact load model defining a contact-severity (Sj )
level within a zone (Zi )
fc
Initial footstep-impact load model
fUc
Probability density function (PDF) of combined
uncertainty
F1toF5 Force parameters that depend on body weight, contactseverity (Sj ) level and zone (Zi )

Greek letters
Δamp
Maximum difference in amplitude of a footstep-impact
signal
σ
Standard deviation of a footstep-impact signal
θ
Realization of model parameter to identify
ε
Error
ϕ
Target reliability of identification
Acronyms
CLS
CPSD
CWT
EDMF
FDD
FHC
IHC
IWT
MS
PDF
PS
SNR
TDoA
TS
VGRF

g(Â⋅)
Function describing model prediction
me
Measured value of a footstep event
nm
Number of measurement locations
Q
True structural response
Footstep-contact-severity level
Si
Thigh ; Tlow Threshold bounds
T; T1 toT4 Time parameters that depend on contact-severity (Sj )
level and zone (Zi )
t
Time
U
Random variable of an observed error
Vi,j
Walking-gait variability defining a contact-severity (Sj )
level within a zone (Zi )
Vc
Initial walking-gait variability
W
Body weight
(x, y)
Occupant locations

been required to provide accurate localization results (approximately
one in 2 m2) [29,30]. Even with many sensors, ambiguities are often
unavoidable [31–33]. Supervised learning algorithms have also been
employed for occupant localization using floor vibrations [34,35].
However, measurement scatter led to less than 60 % localization accu
racy [34]. Xu et al [35] demonstrated that classification accuracy was
sensitive to the walking speed. Localization accuracy did not exceed 70
% for occupants walking at a low-speed level.
Although model-free approaches may provide precise results for
uniformly rigid floors (slabs on grade), more complex structural con
figurations (upper floors) and the presence of structural elements (such
as beams and walls) have limited their applicability [25,29]. Floors
supported by structural elements as well as the presence of nonstructural elements result in changes in rigidity [36,37]. Varying floorrigidity affects the wave propagation properties leading to inaccurate
occupant localization using model-free approaches [25,34].
To date, the most common strategy has been to analyze signals from
uniform rigidity floors in the absence of a structural behavior model.
Aside from previous research by the current authors [31–33,37,38], no
research has been found that involve simulations using physics-based
models. These models help interpret floor-vibration measurements
taken from sparse sensor configurations in order to localize occupants in
terms of coordinates.
To overcome limitations of existing data-driven methodologies such
as the TDoA technique, model-based data interpretation approaches
have been proposed for occupant localization on upper floors [31–33]. A
methodology that has been utilized for occupant localization is errordomain model falsification (EDMF) [39]. EDMF combines information
related to measured footstep event signals with simulated physics-based
models to identify a population of candidate occupant locations through
eliminating locations that do not explain the measurements [31].
Occupant localization using EDMF accommodates biased uncertainties
whose exact distributions are unknown. Incorporating systematic un
certainties and model bias, model falsification has provided accurate
solutions for a range of inference tasks [40,41].
The precision of localization using EDMF depends upon the magni

Zone of similar structural rigidity

Candidate-location set
Cross-power spectral density
Continuous wavelet transform
Error-domain model falsification
Frequency-domain decomposition approach
Full heel-contact
Initial heel-contact
Inverse wavelet transform
Mid-stance phase
Probability density function
Pre-swing phase
Signal-to-noise ratio
Time-difference-of-arrival
Terminal-stance phase
Vertical-ground-reaction force

tude of uncertainties affecting falsification [31,37]. Typical uncertainty
sources are measurements and most importantly, modeling assump
tions. Footstep-induced floor vibrations are influenced by the natural
variability in walking gait of the same person and between individuals
[37]. Anatomies, walking speed, shoe type, health and mood affect the
way occupants walk [42–44]. Variability in walking gaits has been
evaluated for an occupant walking on the same footstep impact locations
multiple times [31,37]. For several possible impact locations, relative
measurement uncertainties were evaluated at more than 100%. In
another study by the authors on a full-scale floor, walking-gait vari
ability has been estimated for multiple occupants walking individually
at the same locations, yielding a relative measurement uncertainty of
±45% [32].
Previous research by the authors into model-based occupant locali
zation has involved finite element simulations of footstep impacts
[31,32,37]. Simulations were affected by uncertainties from multiple
sources [31–33]. Simplified finite-element modeling and an idealized
footstep-impact load function used for simulation input resulted in
systematic modelling uncertainties (bias). These uncertainties were
taken to be uniform distributions between − 65% to +25% in [31,33]
and between − 70% to +40% in [32]. Such high magnitudes of model
ling uncertainties in EDMF has led to imprecise occupant localization
[31–33]. Imprecise localization results restricted the usefulness of
occupant-trajectory calculations. The aim of this study is to reduce the
magnitude of uncertainties through a better estimation of walking-gait
variability and a better definition of the footstep-load model in order
to improve the accuracy of physics-based models.
The vertical ground reaction force (VGRF), defining the walking-gait
pattern, has been modelled as an M-shaped force in the time domain
[43]. This model involved three phases including heel phase, heel-to-toe
phase and toe-off phase [43]. The heel phase was found to be the most
important stage for the footstep impact regarding the floor response
[43,45].
Describing an accurate footstep-impact load model requires the un
derstanding of the contact dynamics transferred by individuals onto a
floor slab. This description also needs an understanding of the floor
2
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response generated by applied gait-pattern models [43,46]. Floor vi
brations induced by footstep impacts depend on the relationship be
tween natural bending modes and walking frequencies [46–48]. Civilengineering structures have been divided into low-and-high frequency
floors to characterize resonant and transient responses and thus, the
design of the footstep-impact load model has been carried out separately
for low-and-high frequency floors [46,49].
In the context of high-frequency floors (i.e. fundamental bending
modes greater than 10 Hz [50]), footstep impacts produced a transient
response [43,46,48]. Heel impacts had a dominant influence on the
initial peak amplitudes followed by vibrations at bending modes of the
floor slab. For each footstep impact, the resulting floor response pre
sented a decaying rate related to the structural damping. Regarding the
transient response, the dynamic load model for high-frequency floors
was designed as an effective impulse as proposed by Willford et al. [46].
The resulting effective impulse values defined a decreasing trend when
the natural frequency of the floor slab increased and the walking fre
quency decreased [46,47]. Thus, the proposed effective impulse
accounted for the interaction between footstep impacts and structural
characteristics.
However, the proposed effective impulse [46] does not account for
the intra-subject variability [43,48]. The simulated vibration using the
effective impulse results in similar vibrations for several footstep im
pacts compared with measured responses, which presented significant
signal variabilities. Also, the proposed load model includes the
assumption that the fundamental frequency of structure is constant [46].
This limits its applicability for varying-rigidity floors. Moreover, the
artificial separation between structures is unreliable for floor slabs
having significant responses in low-and-high frequency regions [48].
This results in the requirement for a more realistic dynamic model that
accounts for complete frequency components of footstep-impact load
forces.
Several studies have proposed definitions of the VGRF with the goal
to be reliable for all floor slabs. For example, an idealized VGRF model
was designed based on a sine function to model the heel and the toe-off
phases and a plateau (defining the weight of an occupant) to model the
heel-to-toe phase [51]. The range of values for each duration was
determined based on a polynomial curve fit to footstep-induced floor
vibrations. Moreover, the VGRF model was developed using sine func
tions to model the heel and the toe-off phases and a cosine function to
model the heel-to-toe phase [52]. Load-parameter values (forces and
durations defining each phase) were identified using a genetic algorithm
on footstep-induced floor vibrations. However, the resulting parameter
ranges were not valid for slow and moderate walking speeds. VGRF was
also designed based on polynomial interpolation [53]. However, the
proposed polynomial design was not able to include walking-gait vari
ability since the heel-strike stage within the heel phase of the walkinggait pattern was omitted.
In this paper, occupant localization is studied using floor vibrations
induced by footstep impacts that are detected by sparsely positioned
sensors (approximately one in 35 m2). Model-based data interpretation
based on EDMF, which explicitly accommodates systematic uncertainty,
is carried out for occupant localization. A novel footstep load model has
been developed in this paper to serve as an input into occupantlocalization simulations. This load model has been developed for
various rigidities of floor slabs and VGRFs from multiple occupants. A
new strategy for describing footstep-contact dynamics involving the
understanding of structural behavior and footstep-induced floor vibra
tions is then presented. Finally, defining various levels of footstepcontact severity within zones of similar rigidities, a new zone-based
occupant localization strategy is proposed.
The paper starts with a description of the occupant detection and
localization framework (Section 2). Mathematical and physical details
of the data interpretation methodology for occupant localization
(EDMF) is presented in Section 3.1. Design of footstep-impact load
function and walking-gait variability are explained in Sections 3.2 and

3.3. The footstep-contact-dynamics identification strategy is described
in Section 3.4. The zone-based occupant-localization strategy is then
presented in Section 3.5. A full-scale case-study description for occupant
localization is given in Section 4. Subsequently, an application of the
zone-based occupant-localization strategy on full-scale floor slab illus
trates the method in Section 5.
2. Occupant detection-and-tracking framework
In this framework, footstep-event signals are used to detect occu
pants and then infer possible locations as an inverse problem on complex
full-scale slabs (upper floors). The resulting locations are then used to
ascertain possible walking trajectories of occupants.
Vibration measurements are regularly contaminated by several ac
tivity sources including door closing, falling objects and electrical de
vices (such as a fan). Moreover, floor-vibration magnitudes are governed
by structural behavior and influenced by obstructions such as beams and
walls. Also, gaits of occupants walking along similar trajectories vary
due to their anatomies, speed levels, type of shoes, health, mood etc.
This leads to significant variability in footstep-event signals. These un
certainties lead to ambiguities in the interpretation of floor vibrations,
thereby, making occupant detection and tracking a challenging task. The
novelty of the proposed framework is that information on structural
behavior and various uncertainty sources are combined to achieve ac
curate and precise detection and tracking of occupants.
Steps that are involved in this framework are shown in Fig. 1. The
framework starts with a model-free occupant detection operation. This
operation involves extracting event signals and then identifying signals
that correspond to footstep events using supervised learning techniques,
as presented by Drira et al. [54].
Subsequently, a zone-based occupant localization approach, which is
the focus of this paper, is carried out to identify probable positions of
individual occupants, as shown in Fig. 1. Details of the zone-based
occupant localization approach is described in Section 3. This novel
occupant-localization methodology includes a model-based data inter
pretation approach that combines information from measured footstepevent signals with physics-based models [31–33,36] (see Section 3).

Fig. 1. Framework for occupant detection and tracking. Relevant section
numbers in this paper are noted.
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Error-domain model-falsification (EDMF) [39] is a model-based data
interpretation approach that has already been applied by the authors to
identify a population of possible locations of occupants [31].
Within the scope of this paper, a new strategy that combines a
sequential analysis and information of footstep-contact dynamics is
proposed to enhance the localization results obtained from the falsifi
cation process (see Section 3). The sequential analysis accommodates
information from the previously detected footsteps to enhance the pre
cision of occupant location for the current footstep event. The deter
mination of footstep-contact dynamics (see Section 3) involves
decomposing the floor-slab into zones using knowledge of structural
behavior to reduce variability in walking gaits.
Localization results of each detected event are used to determine
possible trajectories. As noted in Fig. 1, the trajectory-determination
operation is beyond the scope of this paper. Details of the trajectorydetermination strategy are presented by Drira et al [32]. These opera
tions are repeated for each measured footstep event.

uncertainties are random variables denoted asUmod,l , Umeas,l , Uc,l of
observed errors εmod,l , εmeas,l , εc,l respectively. Generally, due to the lack of
information of the uncertainty distributions, these uncertainties are
assumed to follow a uniform distribution. Uniform distributions have
the advantage that correlations between variables do not need to be
quantified [58]. There is no requirement for zero-mean distributions.
Thus, uncertainties, particularly Umod,l can be transparently represented
with a bias.
Measurement and modelling uncertainties are combined using
Monte Carlo sampling. The combined uncertainty (Uc,l ) and a target
reliability of identification (ϕ) are used to compute the identification
thresholds (Thigh,l and Tlow,l ), Eq. (3) [39,59]. These thresholds are
defined to be the shortest distance that satisfies Eq. (3) for the combined
uncertainty distribution. The typical value of target reliability of iden
tification, ϕ, in structural engineering is equal to 0.95.
Thigh,l

∫

1/nm

ϕ

Tlow,l

3. Occupant localization

bined uncertainty, Uc,l . The term 1/nm , in Eq. (3), is the Šidák correction
[60] that is applied to ensure that the reliability of identification remains
constant with increasing number of measurements, nm .
For occupant-localization applications, as described by Drira et al.
[31], a schematic representation of model-based localization using
EDMF is shown in Fig. 2. Model parameter values, θ, represents couples
of x and y coordinates of possible occupant locations on the floor slab, as
presented by dots in Fig. 2. Footstep-impact simulations are gl (θ) and
floor-vibration measurement induced by a detected footstep event (e) is
ml,e , see Eq. (4).

Error-domain model falsification (EDMF) is a model-based datainterpretation approach that was proposed by Goulet and Smith [39].
EDMF involves simulation of a population of initial model instances (i.e.
physics-based model instances) of a system to interpret measurement
data [55]. The initial model instances are simulated using possible
ranges of primary parameter values that are estimated based on prior
information about a system and engineering knowledge. Predictions
from these models are then compared with the measured structural
response to identify candidate models amongst the initial population.
Initial model instances that are not falsified form a candidate-model set.
This is compatible with a well-established scientific viewpoint that
measurement data are more useful when they falsify (refute) models
(strong science) compared with using measurement data to validate
models (weak science) [56].
In the context of model falsification, the predicted response at
measurement locationl is denoted as gl (θ) in which θ corresponds to the
model parameter values to be identified, which in this case, are the
occupant locations (x, y). The measured response at sensor location l is
denoted asml .
Modelling and measurement uncertainties associated with each
measurement location are εmod,l and εmeas,l respectively. Modelling un
certainties result from conservative and simplified models. These un
certainties are intrinsically systematic. Measurement uncertainties
define the variability in measured responses. For model-based occupant
localization, the natural variability in walking gaits contributes the most
to uncertainty in measured floor vibrations. Quantification of these
uncertainties is based on engineering judgment and prior observations
[31,57].
The unknown true structural response at a measurement locationi is
denoted as Ql , as shown in Eq. (1) where nm is the total number of
measurement locations. The true structural response,Ql , equals either
the sum of model prediction for parameters of the position vector θ,
gl (θ* ), with true (*) parameter values, θ* , conditioned by modelling
error, εmod,l , or the sum of measured response, ml , conditioned by mea
surement error, εmeas,l .

Tlow,l,e ≤ gl (θ) − ml,e ≤ Thigh,l,e ∀l ∈ {1, .., nm }

(4)

Model predictions at possible locations (gl (θ)) are typically obtained
using finite element models. While building drawings are generally
available to carry out the finite element models for simulations, in-situ
inspection is essential to verify the as-built geometry.
The distribution shown in Fig. 2 defines a schematic representation
of the PDF of combined uncertainty. As shown in Fig. 2, for each
detected footstep event (e), model predictions defining all location in
stances whose residuals with a measured footstep event lie inside the
localization thresholds (Tlow,l,e and Thigh,l,e ) at each sensor location (l) are
accepted and thus form the candidate-location set (CLS) satisfying Eq.
(4) [31–33,38]. This operation is repeated for each detected footstep
event (see Fig. 1).
The identification of position vector θ (x and y coordinates) of oc
cupants is not computationally expensive since measured footstep-event
signal is compared with pre-simulated footstep impacts at a grid of
possible locations. These simulations allow repeated use of the same
simulation results for multiple comparisons with all measured footstepevent signals. Thus, model falsification allows a near-real-time locali
zation of occupant footsteps. EDMF provides a population of possible
locations and all candidate models are assumed to be equally probable
due to the lack of information of true uncertainty distributions. Finally,
since EDMF is a constrained satisfaction procedure, there are no diffi
culties with convergence as there may be with conventional optimiza
tion methods.

(1)

3.2. Footstep-impact load model for simulation input

Rearranging Eq. (1), the residual between the predicted and
measured responses is equal to the combined uncertainty, εc,l , at a
measurement locationl as shown in Eq. (2).
gl (θ* ) − ml = εmeas,l − εmod,l = εc,l

(3)

In Eq. (3), fUc,l is the probability density function (PDF) of the com

3.1. Background - Error-domain model falsification

Ql = gl (θ* ) + εmod,l = ml + εmeas,l ∀l ∈ {1, .., nm }

(
)
fUc,l Uc,l dUc,l ϕ ∈ {0, 1}

=

For model-based occupant localization, footstep-impact simulations
are performed using an input load model that reflects the walking-gait
cycle in the time domain. The load model is constructed using sine
and cosine functions (see Fig. 3 and Eq. (5)). The vertical force pattern
resulting from a walking-gait cycle is composed of three phases: heel
phase heel-to-toe phase and toe-off phase [43]. Measured VGRF induced

(2)

In a probabilistic approach, modelling, measurement and combined
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Fig. 2. Location identification using error-domain model-falsification starts with an initial location set. Model simulations are compared with measured response in
order to identify candidate locations among the initial population. Threshold boundaries are derived from the PDF of the combined uncertainties. Model instances are
falsified when the residual value between simulations and measurements exceeds thresholds at any sensor location.

phase begins. The duration of the heel-to-toe phase is defined as T3. This
phase begins with a period of mid-stance (MS). During this period, the
body weight is supported by the stance limb, while the opposite foot
starts to leave the floor surface for the next footstep impact. The vertical
force, during the MS period, reaches a minimum (F4) once the heel of
the stance limb starts to rise from the floor surface (i.e. heel off). The MS
period is succeeded with a terminal stance period (TS). The TS period
begins with a heel off, thereby the foot contact is transferred to toes.
During the TS period, the vertical force trend ascends to a maximum (F5)
until the other foot strikes the floor.
Finally, rising of the stance limb (toe-off) from the ground refers to
the toe-off phase. The duration of the toe-off phase is defined as T4 in
Fig. 3. During this phase, the vertical force descends to zero defining the
overall duration of the footstep impact, denoted as T. The toe-off phase is
also defined as a pre-swing phase (PS). During the PS phase, the stance
limb swings for the next footstep event.
The load model (fi,j ), function of time (t), is composed of four sine
functions and a cosine function, as shown in Eq. (5). Forces F1 to F5,
body weight (W) and durations T1 to T4 and T are parameters of the load
model (see Fig. 3). The indexes, i and j, which are defined in Section 3.4
determine the unique value for force and time parameters. The first part
of the load model, represented as a sine function (see Eq. (5)), defines
the IHC phase. The second part of the load model, also represented as a
sine function (see Eq. (5)), models the attenuation of the IHC force. The
duration of the second part is assumed to be equal to the quarter of the
initial-to-full heel contact duration (T2). This estimate is based on prior
analysis of VGRF measurements from multiple occupants [61].
The third part of the load model, also a sine function, is the FHC
phase. The sine function is used to link the forces F2 and F3. The fourth
part of the load function that defines to the heel-to-toe phase is repre
sented by a cosine function. This part contains a linear function that is
used to link the forces F3 and F5. For this part, the duration of the MS
and TS phases are assumed to be equal. The final part of the load model
that models the toe-off phase is modelled using a sine function. T is the
footstep-impact duration. Including several forces and durations (forces
F1 to F5 and durations T1 to T4 and T in Fig. 3) as parameters of the load
model (see Eq. (5)), helps assess variability in walking gaits, which is
discussed next in Section 3.3.

Fig. 3. Measured vertical ground-reaction force (VGRF) induced by a footstep
impact compared with a load model. The load model is constructed using sine
and cosine functions (see Eq. (5)). VGRF measurements are recorded using a
pressure plate mounted on the ground.

by a footstep impact compared with the proposed load model in the time
domain is illustrated in Fig. 3.
In Fig. 3, the heel phase begins with an initial heel-contact (IHC)
phase and ends with a full heel-contact (FHC) phase. IHC phase refers to
a brief duration (T1) when the heel part of the foot first hits the floor. F1
refers to the abrupt transfer of body weight to the floor slab. The
attenuation of the IHC force refers to a reaction force F2. FHC phase
refers to the duration (T2), during which the foot is in full contact with
the floor surface. The FHC phase ends when the VGRF reaches a
maximum (F3).
Subsequent to full contact of the heel with the floor, the heel-to-toe
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)))
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F1 − F2
4π
3T2
F2 +
1 + sin −
t − T1 +
2
8
T2
(
(
(
)))
F3 − F2
4π
7T2
F2 +
1 + sin
f i,j =
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⎪
3T2
2
8
⎪
⎪
⎪
(
(
))
⎪
⎪
⎪
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2π
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⎪
⎪
F4 +
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⎪
2
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⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
(
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)))
(
⎪
⎪
F5
π
5
⎪
⎪
1 + sin −
t − (T − T4)
⎪
⎩
2
2
T3
(

F1sin

3.3. Sources of variability in walking gait

3.4. Footstep-contact dynamics for precise simulation input
Prior to the localization process using the zone-based localization
approach (Section 3.5), the determination of footstep-contact dynamics
is carried out. The information of footstep-contact dynamics is used to
enhance model predictions and improve estimation of walking gait
variability. This improves localization precision, which evaluated in
Table 1
. The load model (see Eq. (5)) parameter value ranges that are determined using
measurements of VGRF induced by footstep impacts. Value ranges are extended
to assess greater variability for footstep-impact simulations.

W
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
T1
T2
T3
T

Parameter value
range

Extended
range

Body weight (Kg)
Initial heel-contact force (Kg)
Initial-to-full heel-contact force
(Kg)
Full heel-contact force (Kg)
Heel-to-toe contact force (Kg)
Toe contact force (Kg)
Initial heel-contact duration (s)
Full heel-contact duration (s)
Heel-to-toe contact duration (s)
Footstep-impact duration (s)

[63–82]
[0.25–0.52] × W
[0.61–0.94] × F1

[60–90]
[0.2–0.6] × W
[0.6–0.9] × F1

[1.1–1.5] × W
[0.5–0.83] × F3
[1–1.3] × W
[0.01–0.04]
[0.04–0.2]
[0.34–0.58]
[0.7–0.9]

[1.0–1.5] × W
[0.5–0.9] × F3
[1–1.3] × W
[0.01–0.04]
[0.04–0.2]
[0.3–0.6]
[0.7–0.9]

if
if

t ∈ [0..T1]s
[
]
T2
t ∈ T1..T1 +
s
4
[
]
T2
t ∈ T1 + ..T1 + T2 s
4

if

t ∈ [T1 + T2..T − T4]s

if

t ∈ [T − T4..T]s

(5)

Section 5.
Occupant footstep contact-severity levels are classified as low, me
dium and hard using footstep-induced floor vibrations. The determina
tion of footstep-contact dynamics involves assessing the variability in
load for each contact-severity level using measured vibrations. Load
functions (see Eq. (5)) designed for each contact-severity level are used
to simulate footstep impacts at possible locations on a floor for modelbased occupant localization (see Section 3.2).
Typical floor-slabs are obstructed by structural and non-structural
elements such as walls, beams and columns. These obstructions
change the rigidity of the floor. Varying floor-rigidity affects wave
propagation properties leading to variability in structural responses
induced by footstep impacts [36,62]. Thus, the floor area is divided into
zones (Zi ) that have similar structural rigidities, where the index, i, is the
zone number. The load model (fi,j ) and the walking-gait variability (Vi,j )
are ascertained for each contact-severity (Sj ) level in eachZi . The index, j,
represents the level of contact severity (low, medium and hard). The
relevant steps involved in the determination of footstep-contact dy
namics are outlined in Fig. 4.
Zones of similar vertical rigidities are determined though modal
analysis of the floor slab using ambient vibration measurements. Verti
cal mode-shapes, corresponding to fundamental bending modes of the
floor slab, are found using frequency-domain decomposition (FDD)
[63]. A sensor configuration covering the entire space of a floor is used
to measure ambient vibrations. This helps provide good estimates of
bending mode shapes resulting from the FDD approach. FDD involves
computing the cross-power spectral density (CPSD) [64] of ambient
vibrations recorded by each sensor configuration. CPSD matrices are
then decomposed into singular values and vectors.
The singular values of the CPSD matrices define the fundamental
frequencies of the floor slab. Their corresponding singular vectors are
estimates of mode shapes. Typically, prominent peaks resulting from
singular-value decomposition are the first few modes of the floor slab. A
zone (Zi ) defines an area on the floor that represents regions with similar
deflections when first and second mode shapes of the slab are excited.
Coordinates of the centroid for each predefined Zi are subsequently
involved in the zone-based occupant localization approach (see Section
3.5).
Floor vibrations from multiple people walking with various speed
levels at fixed locations and wearing different types of shoes are used to
define groups of similar vibration magnitudes. Footstep-event signals
belonging to each zone (Zi ) are clustered using the k-means algorithm
[65]. K-means clustering is a well-established unsupervised learning
method that typically employs spatial metrics such as the Euclidean
distance to assess the similarity between entities. The number of groups
(k) has to be defined before clustering. Three clusters are provided as
input to define low, medium and hard contact-severity levels (Sj=1..3 ). Kmeans clustering results in decision boundaries (for each Sj level in each
Zi ) that help assign future footstep-event signals to their respective

Values of parameter ranges of the load model (see Eq. (5)) are
determined using VGRF measurements induced by footstep impacts (see
Fig. 3). These parameters are body weights, forces F1 to F5 and dura
tions T1 to T3, as shown in Fig. 3. Walking styles differ among occupants
due to their anatomies, walking speed, shoe type, health and mood.
Thus, determining parameter ranges of the proposed load model helps
understand the variability in walking gaits.
483 measurements of footstep induced VGRFs have been carried out.
These measurements have been recorded for 12 healthy occupants
walking at no-fixed speed. Measurements have been recorded using a
pressure plate mounted on the ground with a sampling rate of 200 Hz.
Occupant weights vary between 63 and 82 Kg and their heights vary
between 165 and 186 cm. These measurements have been carried out at
the Laboratory of Movement Analysis and Measurement (EPFL,
Switzerland) [61].
The minimum and the maximum bounds of each parameter, result
ing from VGRF measurements, are presented in Table 1. Bounds are
determined based on 95th percentile of each parameter distribution.
Forces F1, F3, and F5 are proportional to bodyweights. Forces F2 and F4
are proportional to the forces F1 and F3 respectively. The resulting
parameter ranges are extended by up to 10% to account for variability in
walking gait outside the bounds of experimental evaluation.

Footstep-load function
parameter

if
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Fig. 4. Strategy for footstep-impact simulations.

clusters (see Section 4.3.2).
Standard deviation (σ) and the maximum difference in amplitude
(Δamp ) of footstep-impact signals recorded at the sensor with largest
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) are used as features for clustering. The sensor
with largest SNR to a footstep impact is assumed to have a maximum
value of σ of the event signal compared with other sensors. Δamp and σ
values are well-suited to clustering since they are correlated to the
impact force that is induced by footsteps.
Footstep-impact signals are decomposed, using continuous wavelet
transform (CWT), and reconstructed, using inverse wavelet transform
(IWT), at a frequency range that contains the first few bending modes of
the structure. The Morlet wavelet [66] is used as the mother wavelet due
to its shape similarity to the footstep-impact signal. Prominent peaks in
the singular values of CPSD from ambient vibration analysis helps
delimit the frequency range with most energy contribution. Use of
wavelet transforms enhances the SNR of footstep-even signals, which
improves clustering results.
Footstep-event signals belonging to each contact-severity (Sj ) level in
each zone (Zi ) are used to estimate their corresponding walking-gait
variability (Vi,j ). Relative Vi,j is estimated based on comparing σ of
processed event signals (belonging to each Sj level of each Zi ) from the
same footstep-impact location with their mean values. Bounds corre
sponding to the 99th percentile of the distribution of the resulting sta
tistics are used to define a uniform distribution for each Vi,j .
Clusters defining Sj levels in each Zi are used to estimate parameter
values defining each load model (fi,j in Eq. (5)) based on finite element
simulations induced by footstep impacts. The load model involves
several parameters (including forces and durations). The value range of
each parameter is taken from Table 1.
Simulations of footstep at the same locations used to define contactseverity (Sj ) levels within each zone (Zi ) are generated using possible
combinations of parameter values that characterize the load model (Eq.
(5)). Parameters that contribute the most to the load function (sensi
tivity greater than 5 %, see Section 4.2) are used to define the load model
(fi,j ). The minimum, maximum and mean values of each parameter are
used in simulations as a sampling strategy. Decision boundaries

resulting from clustering vibration measurements of each Zi are used to
separate the footstep-impact simulations into groups defining each Sj
level. Average values of each parameter corresponding to footstepimpact simulations that belong to each Sj level in each Zi define each
load model (fi,j ).
Footstep impacts at possible locations of floor slab are simulated
using the predefined load model (fi,j ) for each contact-severity (Sj ) level
within each zone (Zi ). Finally, the centroid of each predefined Zi area,
decision boundaries defining each Sj level, estimated walking-gait var
iabilities (Vi,j ) and footstep-impact simulations using all load models, fi,j ,
are used as inputs for the zone-based occupant localization strategy (see
Fig. 5).
3.5. Zone-based occupant localization
Zone-based occupant localization employs prior information of
footstep-contact dynamics (see Section 3.4). Model-based occupant
localization incorporates physics-based models to infer possible loca
tions of an occupant from detected footstep-event vibrations (see Fig. 1).
Relevant steps involved in the zone-based occupant localization strategy
are shown in Fig. 5.
The inputs to the methodology in Fig. 5 are footstep-event signals.
These signals, captured at each sensor location, are decomposed using
CWT and reconstructed using IWT at frequency range that covers the
first few bending modes of the floor slab. Standard deviations, σ, of the
footstep-event signals, captured at sensor locations, are compared with
model simulations for occupant localization.
The floor is decomposed into a grid of possible locations based on the
average distance between two footsteps. These potential locations are
used to simulate footstep impacts using a finite element model. Simu
lated footstep-event signals are decomposed and reconstructed at the
same frequency range that is used to process the vibration measure
ments. Standard deviations, σ, of the processed and simulated signals are
retrieved for occupant localization.
EDMF, as described in Section 3.1, is applied to identify a population
of possible locations of occupants. The model falsification approach
7
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Fig. 5. Zone-based occupant localization strategy. CLS is candidate location set.

explicitly incorporates measurement and model uncertainties from
various sources. Model uncertainties that include model imperfections
and unknown model parameters such as those describing the load
model, material properties and stiffness of support conditions are esti
mated based on engineering judgment [31,57,67] and prior observa
tions. Measurement uncertainties include resolution and precision of
sensors and variability in gaits of occupants walking along the same
trajectory multiple times. Variability in walking gait, due to the natural
variability of occupant anatomies, walking speed and type of shoes, are
quantified using prior measurements (see Section 3.4).
For the first detected footstep event, initial simulations are carried
out using average values of parameters that define the load model (fc )
for localization using EDMF. These parameters are determined based on
prior analysis of VGRF measurements (see Section 4.3.2). An initial
walking-gait variability (Vc ) is estimated based on prior footstep-impact
vibrations from several occupants walking on the same locations with
the same speed repeated multiple times (see Section 4.3.2). fc and Vc are
used only for commissioning since prior information of occupant loca
tion is not available.
Subsequently, the resulting CLS is used to ascertain the zone (Zi ) that
defines the floor response due to the detected footstep event. The zone,
Zi , whose centroid is closest to the centroid of the resulting CLS is
selected. Signal of the detected footstep event at the closest sensor
location is used to determine the contact-severity (Sj ) level (cluster #)
using decision boundaries defining clusters within the selected Zi . The
sensor with the largest SNR signal to a footstep impact is assumed to
have a maximum σ of the event signal compared to other sensors. De

cision boundaries defining each Sj level within each Zi are pre
determined for zone-based occupant localization (see Section 3.4).
Knowledge of the contact-severity (Sj ) level within the selected zone
(Zi ) helps select an appropriate load model (fi,j ) for simulations and
appropriate walking-gait variability (Vi,j ) (for example, see Tables 4 and
5). The footstep-impact simulations that correspond to the selected fi,j
and Vi,j are used for localizing the succeeding footstep event using
EDMF.
Selected Vi,j are combined with predefined modeling uncertainties to
estimate the localization thresholds. These thresholds are used to select
the location instances whose footstep-impact simulations that are
generated using the selected fi,j that do not contradict the measured
footstep-event signal. Once information of possible locations from a
preceding footstep event is available, the CLS of the current footstep
event is enhanced using a sequential analysis [31,32].
The sequential analysis combines information about consecutive
footsteps to reduce ambiguity within the CLS of footstep events. Based
on information about the previous footstep event, it is assumed that the
distance of two consecutive footstep impacts cannot exceed a predefined
distance such as the average length of a step (approximately 75 cm).
Thus, when the minimum distance between a candidate location
(resulting from EDMF) of a current footstep event and CLS of the pre
ceding footstep event is greater than a predefined distance, the candi
date location is rejected. This localizing strategy is carried out
interactively for each footstep event.
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Fig. 6. Occupant localization using a zone-based approach is tested on a full-scale concrete slab. (a) In an initial commissioning stage, three sensor configurations
(eight sensors each) are used to record ambient vibrations of the floor slab for modal analysis. Diamond, circle, and square markers represent sensor configurations
#1 to #3. Sensor 8 is used as a reference to assess the mode shapes of the floor slab using the three sensor configurations. (b) In the in-service phase, two sensors
capture vibration measurements from five occupants walking individually along a fixed trajectory multiple times (one occupant at a time).

4. Full-scale case-study

quarter-span and another at mid-span of the floor to cover the two-thirds
of the floor-area (approximately 70 m2) for footstep-contact-dynamics
determination. Accounting for the library at the south end of the slab
(see Fig. 6), this area covers most of the available space for occupant
movement. These sensors are placed based on the dominant vertical
bending modes of the floor slab (one sensor per ~ 35 m2).
Use of a sparse sensor configuration for occupant localization on a
rigid floor slab is complex and little research is available regarding such
cases. Prior empirical analysis on a similar floor slab belonging to the
same building has been used to demonstrated the need for physics-based
models for localization [36]. Therefore, this case study demonstrates a
bound for useful application of the model-based occupant localization
methodology.
Based on prior observations, step length is found to vary between
approximately 60 cm and 90 cm with respect to the walking-speed level
(from slow to fast walking) [43]. In this paper, an average step length of
75 cm is chosen for walking tests.
Vibration measurements are recorded from five occupants walking
individually along a fixed trajectory (see Fig. 6b) multiple times. In
formation related to occupant weights and heights are presented in
Table 2. Occupants have walked along fixed footstep-impact locations
(24 locations separated by 75 cm as step length) and at fixed speeds. The
test for each occupant walking is repeated with two types of shoes (hardand-soft soled shoes) and five speeds. Walking speeds (in terms of steps
per second) are 1.4 Hz; 1.6 Hz; 1.8 Hz; 2 Hz and 2.2 Hz. Measurements
are repeated on average 14 times for each occupant wearing a particular
shoe type and walking at the same speed. For each impact location, an
average of 700 measurements are recorded. These measurements are
used to determine footstep-contact dynamics and estimate the vari
ability in walking gaits.
Additional vibration measurements recorded from the same sensor
layout presented in Fig. 6b are used to test the zone-based occupant
localization approach. These measurements are from the same occu
pants (see Table 2) walking individually along the same trajectory (see
Fig. 6b). Each occupant walks at the same speed levels (1.4 Hz; 1.6 Hz;
1.8 Hz; 2 Hz and 2.2 Hz) leading to 25 walking tests.

Strategies described in Section 3 for assessment of footstep-contact
dynamics and zone-based approach for increasing localization preci
sion of occupants are illustrated and evaluated in the following sections
using a full-scale case study. The full-scale case study is a floor slab
(approximately 100 m2) of a building located in Switzerland. The floor is
a reinforced concrete slab that is is 20 cm thick with linoleum finishing.
Apart from the high stiffness of the slab, a dense network of steel beams
underneath the slab results in relatively short spans, as shown in Fig. 6.
The steel frame is composed of five H-beams on the north, west-andeast ends, and 12 I-beams. The floor is supported by six steel columns. A
non-structural wall made of plasterboard is above the structure on the
east end. The lower half of the west end and the south end of the slab are
connected to prefabricated reinforced concrete structural walls.
Remaining parts of the slab are joined to structural masonry walls.
Several uni-directional vibration sensors (Geophones SM-24 by I/O
Sensor Nederland) are used to measure vertical velocity-response of the
slab. An acquisition unit (NI USB-6003) is used to capture the vibration
measurements with a sampling rate of 1000 Hz. In Fig. 6a, eight vi
bration sensors following three configurations are used for modal
analysis of the floor slab. Sensors are placed in the initial commissioning
phase to cover the entire floor space. The sensor is placed at mid-span of
the floor (see Sensor 8 in Fig. 6a) is used as a reference to quantify the
vertical mode shapes. Ambient vibrations are recorded for 20 min for
each set of sensors.
Only two vibration sensors are placed on the floor slab to capture
vibration response from occupants walking in the instrumented space
for the in-service phase, as shown in Fig. 6b. One sensor is placed at
Table 2
Occupant weights and heights.
Occupant

Weight (Kg)

Height (cm)

O1
O2
O3
O4
O5

92
70
87
67
58

178
180
181
164
173
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4.1. Numerical simulation using a finite-element model

are shown in Fig. 7. Several sources, including occupant weight, height,
and walking speed, contribute significantly to the variability in walkinggait patterns. These walking-gait variabilities are reflected in the dis
tribution of parameter values of the load model, as shown in Table 1.
Distribution bounds that are presented in Table 1 are used to
generate load models for footstep-impact simulations. Based on sensi
tivity analysis, as shown in Fig. 7, forces F1, F2 and F3, durations T1, and
T2, as well as W (Eq. (5)) are found to significantly influence the
simulated footstep-impact signals (sensitivity greater than 5 %)
compared with forces F4 and F5, and Duration T3 (Eq. (5)).
Among the most significant parameters, initial heel-contact force
(F1) and duration of the full heel-contact (T2) affect the most the
simulated footstep-impact responses. Therefore, the heel phase of
walking gait (see Fig. 3) dominates the response of simulated footstepimpacts compared with the heel-to-toe phase and the toe-off phase.
Sensitivities of forces F4 and F5, as well as Duration T3 on the simulated
footstep-impact signals are less than 5 %. Thus, F4, F5 and T3 are fixed
to their mean values for subsequent footstep-impact simulations for
model-based localization (see Section 3.5).

Footstep-impacts are simulated using a finite-element model of the
floor slab (see Fig. 6b) subjected to a load model as described in Eq. (5).
Linear modal superposition is used to calculate the dynamic response
caused by footstep impacts using ANSYS [68]. The floor slab is modeled
using shell elements (SHELL181) and beams are modeled as beam ele
ments (BEAM188). Beam elements are assumed to be fully connected to
the shell elements. Also, columns are modeled as simple supports (see
Fig. 6). The elastic moduli for the steel and the concrete slab are taken to
be 210 and 35 GPa.
Due to incomplete knowledge of boundary conditions of the floor
slab, the separation walls (see Fig. 6) are modeled using translational
zero-length springs in the vertical direction (COMBIN14). Four spring
elements are involved in the finite element model to describe the upper
half of the west end of the slab (masonry wall), the lower half of the west
end and the south end of the slab (reinforced concrete walls), the east
end of the slab (plasterboard walls), and the north end the slab (masonry
wall that is connected to a concrete staircase), as illustrated in Fig. 6b.
Stiffness values of these springs are estimated based on prior sensi
tivity analysis. Latin-hypercube sampling approach [69] is used to
generate 500 spring-stiffness values from sufficiently small to suffi
ciently large. Values of each spring element are varied at a time using
modal analysis simulations. This analysis results in an s-shaped function
of the fundamental frequency as a function of each spring stiffness. The
stiffness values between freely supported and completely fixed of all
spring elements are 316 N/mm, 631 N/mm, 1259 N/mm and 200 N/mm
respectively.
The room furniture and the linoleum floor finishing are not taken to
account in the finite element model of the floor slab. Based on prior
modal analysis using ambient vibration measurements (see Section
4.3.1), these elements do not affect the dynamic response of the model in
this case.

4.3. Determination of footstep-contact dynamics on a full-scale floor slab
4.3.1. Defining zones of similar vertical rigidity
Determination of footstep-contact dynamics starts with a modal
analysis to define zones with similar rigidities, as shown in Fig. 4.
Ambient vibrations recorded by three sensor configurations (see Fig. 6a)
are processed using CPSD, as described in detail in Section 3.4. The first
singular decomposition of the resulting CPSD for each sensor configu
ration reveals the modes with most energy contribution to vertical
bending. These modes are contained within the frequency range of
10–40 Hz. The first and the second vertical bending modes are at fre
quencies 15.5 Hz and 24 Hz.
FDD resulting from ambient vibrations recorded from each sensor
configuration is carried out to determine the mode shapes that corre
spond to the first and second vertical bending modes (see Section 3.4).
The amplitude of the deformed-shape at each sensor location is
normalized by the deformed-shape amplitude given by the reference
sensor (see Sensor 8 in Fig. 6a). Fig. 8 presents deformed-shape patterns
of the first and second fundamental modes of the floor slab. In Fig. 8,
boxes represent the steel columns. Dashed lines represent the continuity
of the slab. Diamonds, circles, and squares represent amplitudes at po
sitions defined by sensor configurations #1 to #3 (see Fig. 6a). zones
Z1 to Z3 illustrate the floor areas that present similar structural rigidities.
The mode-shape of the floor slab governed by the first vertical mode
at 15.5 Hz is shown in Fig. 8a. The maximum deformation of the first
mode-shape is located at quarter-span of the floor slab. The south part of
the slab (see Fig. 8) has less deformation compared with the north part
due to the connection of the slab to reinforced concrete walls. The modeshape of the floor slab governed by the second vertical mode at 24 Hz is
shown in Fig. 8b. The maximum deflection of the second mode-shape is
located at mid-span of the floor slab.
The number of zones with similar rigidities is determined based on
the first and the second bending modes of the floor slab (see Section 3.4).
For this case study, the floor is divided into three zones of similar
structural rigidities, Z1 , Z2 and Z3 . Zones Z1 and Z2 in Fig. 8a define the
quarter-and-three-quarters of the floor slab that are primarily affected
by the first vertical mode of the structure. Zone Z2 in Fig. 8b is the floor
area (mid-span of the floor) that is governed by the second vertical
mode. Zones Z1 to Z3 thus describe the spatial characteristics of the
structural contribution to footstep-contact dynamics (see Fig. 4).

4.2. Sensitivity analysis of floor vibrations to load function parameters
A sensitivity analysis of normalized load model (Eq. (5)) parameters
(see Table 1) to vary between − 1 and 1 is conducted to evaluate the
influence of each parameter on the simulated floor responses. Sensitivity
analysis is carried out using linear regression [70] with Δamp and σ as
response and parameters of the load model as regressors. Footstepimpact simulations using the load model (Eq. (5)), are carried out for
one footstep location (footstep #4 in Fig. 6b) using a finite element
model of the floor slab, as described in Section 4.1. Latin-hypercube
sampling approach [69] is used to generate 1000 combinations of the
parameters of load model.
Sensitivity of floor-vibration response to load-model parameters that
include bodyweight, forces F1 to F5 and durations T1 to T3 (see Table 1)

4.3.2. Determining footstep-contact dynamics
Vibration measurements induced by footstep impacts at locations
within each zone (Zi ) (see Fig. 8) are used to define three contactseverity (Sj ) levels (low, medium and hard) using k-means clustering,
as described in Section 3.4. Values for Δamp and σ of decomposed (using

Fig. 7. Sensitivity analysis of normalized load model (Eq. (5)) parameters (see
Table 1) to Δamp and σ of the simulated footstep-impact signals at one foot
step location.
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Fig. 8. Deformed-shape amplitudes that are assessed using the FDD approach that correspond to probable modes at frequencies of 15.5 Hz (a) and 24 Hz (b).

Fig. 9. Clustering vibration measurements into three contact-severity (Sj=1..3 ) levels (low, medium and hard) for each zone (Zi ) using k-means. Footstep-impact
simulations (represented by dots) are carried out using the load model for multiple combinations of parameter values (see Eq. (5) and Table 1).

CWT) and reconstructed (using IWT) footstep-impact signals at a fre
quency range of 10–40 Hz are used for clustering (see Fig. 4). Footstepevent signals recorded at the sensor with the largest SNR response are

taken into account for clustering (see Fig. 4).
Footstep-induced floor vibrations at locations #3 and #4 (Fig. 6b)
are used to define Sj levels for Zone Z1 . Floor vibrations induced by
11
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footstep impacts at locations #8 and #9 (see Fig. 6b) are used to define
Sj levels for Zone Z2 . Floor vibrations induced by footstep impacts at
locations #12 and #13 (see Fig. 6b) are used to define Sj levels for Zone
Z3 . Two consecutive footstep locations inside each zone, Zi , indicate the
inherent variability in walking gait from the right and the left foot of
each individual. Taking into account vibration measurements from
footstep impacts at two locations for each zone, Zi , an average of 1400
footstep-event signals from multiple occupants walking at varying
speeds with different shoe types are provided as inputs for clustering
(see Fig. 4).
Clustering results of the processed footstep-event signals that belong
to each zone, Zi , are shown in Fig. 9. Dashed lines, in Fig. 9, define the
decision boundaries that separate contact-severity (Sj ) levels in each Zi .
Data points represented by squares are within a region of low contact
severity S1 . Data points represented by stars are within the region of
medium contact severity S2 . Data points represented by triangles are
within the region of hard contact severity S3 . Clustering results show
that the regions of data points that define all Sj=1..3 levels for each Zi are
not the same. This is due to the influence of structural behavior on vi
bration measurements (location information).
Parameters of the load model (Eq. (5)), that have sensitivities of
more than 5 % (see Section 4.2) are taken as potential variables (forces
F1 to F3 and durations T1 and T2 in Table 1). Footstep-impact simula
tions belonging to each zone (Zi ) are generated at locations that are used
for clustering the measured vibrations. The minimum, maximum and
mean values of each parameter of the footstep-impact load function are
used in simulations as a sampling strategy (see Section 3.4). Simulated
footstep-event signals belonging to each zone, Zi , are processed similarly
using CWT to extract single components at frequency range of 10–40 Hz.
Δamp and σ values of the processed simulated signals are represented
with dots in Fig. 9.
Significant variability, in Fig. 9, is observed for vibration measure
ments induced by footstep impacts at the same locations (belonging to
each zone, Zi ). The uncertainties are from inherent variability in walking
gaits between individuals (see Table 1). Also, several factors such as
walking speeds and type of shoes add to the variability in walking gait.
Significant variability is also observed in the response of footstep-impact
simulations at the same locations, belonging to each zone, Zi , for varying
footstep load parameters. Footstep-impact simulations (represented by
dots in Fig. 9) carried out using the footstep-impact load function for
multiple combinations of parameter values show similar scatter as
observed from vibration measurements recorded within each zone, Zi .
Decision boundaries defining contact-severity (Sj ) levels in each zone
(Zi ) are used to quantify the dynamics of footstep-contact, including the
effect of variability in the load model (fi,j ) and walking-gait (Vi,j ), as
shown in Fig. 4. Also, the resulting decision boundaries help determine
the severity level that a footstep event belongs to for the zone-based
occupant localization operation (see Section 3.5). Decision boundaries,
as functions of Δamp and σ, are presented in Table 3.
Processed footstep-event signals belonging to each contact-severity
(Sj ) level in each zone (Zi ) are used to estimate the walking-gait vari

Table 4
Relative walking-gait variability (Vi,j ) for each contact-severity (Sj ) level in each
zone (Zi ). Walking gait variability is quantified as a uniform probability distri
bution with minimum and maximum bounds of the distributions for various
scenarios shown in the table.

Z1

V 1,2

Z2

Z3

Severity level

Decision boundary

Z1

S1

Δamp ≤ − 4.9σ + 0.7

S2

Δamp > − 4.9σ + 0.7Δamp ≤ − 4.8σ + 1.2

S3

Δamp > − 4.8σ + 1.2

Z2

Z3

S1

Δamp > − 5.1σ + 0.6Δamp ≤ − 5.9σ + 1.0

S3

Δamp > − 5.9σ + 1.0

S1
S2
S3

Max (%)

− 53.1

55.8

− 37.5

33.5

− 62.3

24.9

V 1 (without clustering)

¡138.9

71.0

− 51.3

58.8

− 49.3

28.1

V 2,1
V 2,3

− 31.6

29.7

V 2 (without clustering)

¡129.5

74.1

− 55.4

52.2

V 3,2

− 83.9

32.2

V 3,3

− 46.2

30.4

V 3 (without clustering)

¡190.4

72.8

¡71.9

53.6

V 3,1

Vc (without zoning)

ability (Vi,j ) , as shown in Fig. 4. For data points belonging to a particular
Sj level within a particular Zi , the relative Vi,j is estimated based on
comparing the σ of processed event signals from repeated footstep im
pacts at fixed impact location with the mean σ value. Since measure
ments from two footstep-impact locations are used for clustering,
statistics resulting from data points from both locations are combined.
Bounds defining 99th percentiles of the resulting distribution are
used to define a uniform distribution for each variability, Vi,j , as shown
in Table 4. A conservative uniform distribution is assumed due to the
lack of more precise information about true probability distributions.
Similarly, the processed footstep-event signals belonging to each zone,
Zi , are used to determine the bounds of a uniform distribution for the
variability in walking gait (Vi ), without considering clustering results
(see Table 4).
Defining groups of contact-severity (Sj ) levels in each zone (Zi ) leads
to a significant reduction in variability from walking-gait patterns
(multiple individuals, shoe types, etc.), as shown in Table 4. The relative
bounds of the resulting distribution for each walking-gait variability
(Vi,j ) assessed for each Sj level in each Zi present a significant reduction
(from 45 % to 70 %) compared with walking-gait variabilities (Vi=1..3 )
that are assessed using only zoning.
According to the zone-based occupant-localization strategy (see
Fig. 5), when prior information of occupant location is not available
(first detected footstep event), an initial walking-gait variability (Vc ) is
used to define the localization thresholds (Eqs. (3) and (4) in Section
3.1). Variability, Vc , is estimated based on comparing the σ of processed
event signals from the same footstep-impact location induced by an
occupant wearing a particular type of shoe and walking at a particular
speed with the meanσ value. Statistics are computed individually for
each occupant at several footstep-impact locations (locations #2, #4,
#6, #8, #10, #12, #13, #15, #17, #19, #21 and #23 shown in Fig. 6b)
without zoning.
Combining statistics from each occupant walking at each speed at
each impact location, the bounds of the initial walking-gait variability,
Vc , vary between − 72% and 54%, as shown in Table 4. The initial
walking-gait variability, Vc , is a conservative estimate that assumes only
the inherent variability in walking gait without accounting for external
factors such as walking speeds and type of shoes. Thus, the walking-gait
variability, Vc , is used only for localizing the first detected footstep (see
Fig. 5).
Decision boundaries resulting from clustering of vibration mea
surements for each zone (Zi ) are used to separate the footstep-impact
simulations into groups defining each contact-severity (Sj ) level. Pa
rameters defining each load model (fi,j ) are subsequently determined

Δamp ≤ − 5.1σ + 0.6

S2

Min (%)

V 1,3

V 2,2

Table 3
Decision boundaries defining each contact-severity (Sj ) level in each zone (Zi ).
Zone

V 1,1

Δamp ≤ − 5.6σ + 0.3

Δamp > − 5.6σ + 0.3Δamp ≤ − 6.5σ + 0.7
Δamp > − 6.5σ + 0.7
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Table 5
Footstep load function (fi,j ) parameters for each contact-severity (Sj ) level in each zone (Zi ).
W (kg)
F1 (kg)
F2 (kg)
F3 (kg)
T1 (s)
T2 (s)

f 1,1

f 1,2

f 1,3

f 2,1

f 2,2

f 2,3

f 3,1

f 3,2

f 3,3

fc

72.4
24
18.2
89.3
0.027
0.15

75
36
27.1
92
0.021
0.12

80
33.4
24.3
105
0.027
0.07

73.2
28
21.2
90.3
0.027
0.15

76.2
34.3
25.5
94.7
0.021
0.07

86
32.2
22.6
122
0.025
0.04

73
25.2
19.1
90.6
0.028
0.16

74.2
35.6
26.9
98.3
0.02
0.09

82
33
23.8
109.6
0.025
0.05

75
30
22.5
93.7
0.025
0.12

using the clustered footstep-impact simulations (see Fig. 4). Average
values of the possible sets of each parameter corresponding to footstepimpact simulations of each Sj level in each Zi define each load model, fi,j .
The resulting parameters that define each load model, fi,j , are presented
in Table 5. Footstep impacts at possible locations of floor slab are then
simulated using the defined load model, fi,j (see Section 4.1). These
simulations are used to perform the zone-based occupant localization
(see Section 3.5).
Referring to the zone-based occupant localization strategy, explained
in Section 3.5, localization of the first detected footstep event involves
the simulation of footstep impacts using an initial load model (fc ).
Parameter values that define the load model, fc , are the average values of
the extended parameter distribution, as shown in Table 1. Average
values of parameters that define the initial load model,fc , are presented
in Table 5.

distance between two possible locations for model simulations is
assumed to be 37.5 cm (half of the assumed step length). This leads to
432 possible footstep locations. This provides a fine grid sampling for
exhaustive search of candidate locations using model falsification (Eq.
(4) in Section 3.1). Regarding each possible location, simulated signals
are extracted at sensors 1 and 2, as shown in Fig. 6b.
In the zone-based occupant localization strategy (see Fig. 5), when
prior information about occupant location (first captured footstep event)
is not available, simulations are carried out using average values of
parameters that define the initial load model,fc (see Table 5). Simula
tions at predefined locations are repeated for each load model (fi,j )
defining each contact-severity (Sj ) level for each zone (Zi ). Predefined
footstep-contact dynamics based on zoning according to structural
behavior and clustering footstep-induced floor vibrations are involved in
determining load models, fi,j (see Table 5).

4.4. Zone-based occupant localization application on full-scale floor slab

4.6. Uncertainty estimation

The zone-based approach incorporates prior information of footstepcontact dynamics (based on zoning according to structural behavior) to
improve precision of occupant localization, as described in Section 3.5.
Localization of a walking occupant is performed independently for each
captured footstep-event signal (see Fig. 5). Candidate-location set (CLS)
for each detected footstep event is obtained using EDMF by combining
information from each sensor location (Eq. (4) in Section 3.1). Standard
deviation values (σ) of measured and simulated footstep-event signals at
sensor locations are used as metrics for the falsification process. In Eq.
(4), measured signal standard deviation is ml,e and simulated footstep
standard deviations are gl (θ) where l is sensor location and e is detected
event. Using the falsification process, model instances that contradict
footstep-induced floor vibration measurements are rejected.
A sequential analysis that accommodates information about previous
footsteps is used to enhance the precision of the CLS of a current footstep
event (see Section 3.5). The centroid of the resulting CLS of a current
footstep event from EDMF is used to determine the zone (Zi ) of the
detected footstep impact (see Fig. 5). Then, Δamp and σ of decomposed
(using CWT) and reconstructed (using IWT) footstep-impact signals are
used to define the contact-severity (Sj ) level based on decision bound
aries defined in Table 3. Corresponding to the level of contact severity,
Sj , appropriate simulation model (fi,j ) and walking-gait variability (Vi,j )
are used for EDMF to generate CLS for the next captured footstep event.
Vibration measurements from five occupants (see Table 2) walking
individually along a fixed trajectory (see Fig. 6b) are used to test the
improvement of the model-based occupant localization using the zonebased approach (see Fig. 5). Each occupant walks at five speed levels
(1.4 Hz; 1.6 Hz; 1.8 Hz; 2 Hz and 2.2 Hz). The type of shoes during these
walking tests is not fixed.

Model simulations are prone to uncertainties from sources such as
model imperfections (idealized boundary conditions and omissions),
unknown model parameters and idealized load model (Eq. (1) and (2) in
Section 3.1). The finite element model of the floor-slab (see Fig. 6) in
volves several simplifications including the use of shell elements for the
concrete slab and one-dimensional bar elements for the supporting
beams. Also, model simplification includes the use of translational
springs (rotation free) to model the plasterboard, masonry and rein
forced concrete walls (see Fig. 6). The finite element model does not
include elements such as the room furniture, linoleum floor finishing
and connections (in the horizontal direction) between the floor slab and
the reinforced concrete walls (see Section 4.1).
In addition, the footstep-impact load function (Eq. (5)) is applied
independently to a single node in simulations at each predefined loca
tion. This excludes contribution of the other foot during the pre-swing
phase of the gait pattern (see Fig. 3) (the two feet are in contact with
the ground). This further increases the uncertainty associated with the
simulation model. Based on engineering judgment and heuristics
[31,67,71], uncertainties related to model simplifications and omissions
are biased and estimated to be uniformly distributed between − 15% to
+25% of simulated amplitudes.
According to sensitivity analysis of the applied load model, the heel
phase is the most important stage, as presented in Section 4.2. The fre
quency of the heel phase (1/duration) of the applied load function
operates with low-frequency components (see Table 5). Since these
frequency ranges fall within the range of natural frequencies of the
structure, low-frequency components of simulated footstep-event sig
nals are affected [31]. This results in over-estimated (biased) simulated
velocity amplitudes, thereby leading to additional model uncertainties
of − 30 % to 0 %.
Measurements are affected by uncertainties from sensor resolution,
precision and variations in floor vibrations due to natural variability in
walking gaits (Eqs. (1) and (2) in Section 3.1). Sensor resolution and
precision provided by the sensor manufacturer are not significant
(approximately 2 %). According to the zone-based occupant localization
strategy (see Fig. 5), when prior information about occupant location
(first captured footstep event) is not available, an initial walking-gait

4.5. Model predictions
The first step in model-based occupant localization involves gener
ating footstep-impact simulations using a finite element model of the
floor slab (see Fig. 6b), as described in Section 4.1. Two-thirds of the
floor slab is divided into a grid of possible locations. Regarding the
assumed step length of 75 cm for measurements (see Section 4), the
13
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Fig. 10. Candidate-location sets (CLSs) that correspond to footstep locations #3, #7, #12, #18 and #20 (see Fig. 6b) result in localization of footstep events of
occupants O1, O2 and O5 (see Table 2). Localization precision refers to the percentage of falsified locations from all possible locations (432 possible locations). CLSs
that are obtained using a zone-based occupant localization approach (b) are more precise than those obtained using only EDMF and a sequential analysis (a) (see
Section 4).

variability, Vc , is used for localization (see Table 4). Inherent variability
in walking gait (Vi,j ), resulting from several individuals walking at
various speeds and wearing various type of shoes are determined prior to
zone-based occupant localization. Walking-gait variability (Vi,j ) defining
each contact-severity (Sj ) level in each zone (Zi ) are quantified as shown
in Table 4.
Subsequently, model and measurement uncertainties related to each
detected footstep event are combined using Monte-Carlo sampling with
one million samples, as explained in Section 3.1. Based on a target
reliability of localization of 95%, localization thresholds for each
detected footstep event are derived from the combined uncertainty (Uc,l
in Eq. (3)).

Localization precision refers to the percentage of falsified locations
from all possible locations (432 possible locations). For example, pre
cisions of CLSs that correspond to footstep events at locations #3, #7
and # 20 for occupants O1, O2 and O5 are less than 40 % (see Fig. 10a).
Also, precisions of CLSs of footstep events #12 and #18, do not exceed
50 %.
Incorporating physics-based models in the interpretation of footstepevent signals using EDMF provides accurate localization results for all
footstep events, as shown in Fig. 10. From the results in Fig. 10a,
occupant localization has low precision since EDMF incorporates high
values of systematic uncertainty and model bias, (see Fig. 10a) to sac
rifice precision for accuracy.
Accuracy is determined through comparing the true footstep loca
tions with the resulting CLSs with a tolerance of plus or minus one
footstep location. This tolerance is taken since the impact locations
during measurements do not coincide necessarily with the initial loca
tion set, especially when participants change walking directions at lo
cations #11 and #14 (see Fig. 6b). Thus, for each footstep event,
localization is accurate when at least one candidate location is within
0.75 m radius (equal to the distance between two footsteps) from the
correct location.
Incorporating the predefined footstep-contact dynamics in modelbased occupant localization approach enhances localization results as
shown in Fig. 10b. Defining appropriate load models,fi,j , for simulations

4.7. Zone-based occupant localization results
In Fig. 10, CLSs of few footstep events for occupants, O1, O2 and O5
(see Table 2) walking along a trajectory (see Fig. 6b) are shown. For the
results shown in Fig. 10, occupants O1, O2 and O5 are walking at a
frequency of 1.8 Hz. During these walks, occupants O1 and O2 wear
hard-soled shoes while occupant O5 wear soft-soled shoes. Measure
ments for localization of these occupants are recorded using two vi
bration sensors (see Fig. 6b).
Footstep-impact events at locations #3 and #20 lie within Zone Z1 ,
locations #7 and #18 lie within Zone Z2 , and Location #12 lies within
Zone Z3 (see Fig. 6b). CLSs that result from the zone-based occupant
localization operation are illustrated in Fig. 10b. This approach in
corporates predefined footstep-contact dynamics for occupant localiza
tion using EDMF and a sequential analysis.
Resulting CLSs are compared with those resulting from only EDMF
and sequential analysis (see Fig. 10a). For this operation, footstepimpact simulations are conducted using the load model, fc (see
Table 5) for detected footstep events. The combined uncertainty in
corporates the initial walking-gait variability, Vc as defined in Table 4.
In Fig. 10, squares represent the CLSs and dots represent the falsified
location sets. Dashed lines represent the walls delimitating the floor
slab. Diamonds represent sensor locations and h-shapes represent the
steel columns. Also, in Fig. 10, real locations of each footstep event are
represented with crosses.

Table 6
Comparison of accuracy and precision of occupant localization, with and
without knowledge of footstep-contact dynamics, for five occupants (O1 to O5 in
Table 2).
Zone-based
approach
(Section
3.5)
No zonebased
approach
(Section
3.1)
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Accuracy
(%)
Precision
(%)
Accuracy
(%)
Precision
(%)

O1

O2

O3

O4

O5

Average

94.2

93.3

94.2

91.7

95

93.7

71.7

69.5

67.2

70.7

70.9

70

100

100

97.5

99.2

95.8

98.5

42.5

42.2

50.7

50.2

46.7

46.5
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(see Table 5) and appropriate walking-gait variabilities, Vi,j (see
Table 4), leads to an increase in precision of CLSs without compromising
accuracy. For example, CLSs of footstep event #7 for occupants O1, O2
and O5 present an increase in precision of more than 100 % compared
with using only EDMF and a sequential analysis. Therefore, dividing the
floor into zones of similar structural rigidities and clustering the vibra
tion measurements of footstep events belonging to each zone into
several contact-severity levels supports the interpretation of
measurements.
The average accuracy and precision of localization results (with and
without zoning) for each occupant are presented in Table 6. For each
occupant, the average accuracy and precision are determined based on
CLSs resulting from 24 captured footstep events (see Fig. 6b) repeated at
five speed levels (1.4 Hz; 1.6 Hz; 1.8 Hz; 2 Hz and 2.2 Hz).
The average localization accuracy of all occupants, resulting from
the zone-based occupant localization approach (~94 %) is marginally
less that the one obtained without zoning (~98.5 %), as presented in
Table 6. Average localization accuracy per occupant reduces between 1
% and 8 % when using a zone-based occupant localization approach.
The zone-based occupant localization strategy improves localization
precision by an average of 53 % compared with localization without
zone-based information. The average increase in localization precision
per occupant varies between 33 % and 82 %. Defining groups of
footstep-contact severity levels in various zones, determined based on
the understanding of structural behavior, improves precision of locali
zation using a model-based approach without significantly comprising
accuracy.

does not include possible locations in the middle of the floor, and this
results in two groups of possible locations at each side of the floor.
A high number of CLs may result from model simplifications
including separation walls that are modelled using translational springs
in the vertical direction (see Section 4.1). Taking the average stiffness
value between freely supported and completely fixed, spring stiffnesses
are conservative regarding the unknown connection types between
walls and the floor slab. Also, adding heavy furniture or retrofitting the
structure may significantly affect model predictions leading to inaccu
rate localization for long term applications. Thus, model calibration
using a sensitivity analysis based on either footstep-induced floor vi
brations or static loading could enhance the simulation of support
stiffness. A multi-parametric sensitivity analysis to assess the variation
of model predictions in the presence of structural and non-structural
elements could improve robustness.
Additional sensors close to boundary conditions could be useful to
decrease the number of CLs. Thus, a study of the sensor layout has po
tential for improving the precision of candidate locations. Moreover,
further modal analyses of the floor slab close to the supports (walls and
columns) is needed. Dividing the floor near the supports into zones of
similar rigidities may enhance the determination of footstep-contact
dynamics. Increasing knowledge of the behavior of the floor slab near
supports has the potential to enhance the localization precision.
Footstep-contact dynamics are determined using vibration mea
surements from a single walking occupant. This implies that the locali
zation is limited to one occupant at a time. More than one occupant
walking simultaneously results in overlapping signals. Such responses
require additional processing to separate signal contributions from each
occupant to determine individual footstep-contact dynamics. Several
methods, including blind source separation (BSS) [72] and equivariant
adaptive separation (EAS) [73] methods have the potential to separate
overlapping signals. Also, appropriate footstep-impact simulations to
localize more than one occupant are under study for occupant detection
and tracking. In addition, the evaluation of the accuracy of occupant
localization using other model-based approaches is current work.
The zone-based occupant localization approach has the potential to
be applied to any floor configuration since structure-specific behavior
models are used to interpret vibration measurements. Application of the
zone-based approach for localization can also be useful for multi-storybuildings presenting similar floor-slab configuration. This could lead to
employing the same simulations for all floors for the identification of
occupant locations. However, the dynamic response regarding footstep
impacts may vary significantly between the lower and higher floors.
Thus, a sensitivity analysis to study the dynamic variability in measured
and simulated responses is needed for multi-story-building applications.

5. Discussion and future work
Measurements of VGRF induced by footstep impacts (from 12 par
ticipants) are used to design a load model based on sine and cosine
functions and determine value ranges of load parameters. Several
sources, including occupant weight, height, and walking speed,
contribute significantly to variability in walking-gait patterns. A sensi
tivity analysis highlights the most significant parameters for the load
model using simulated responses. Using a finite element model, simu
lations have been generated at sensor locations for footstep-impacts at
the same location for varying footstep load models. Moreover, through
the sensitivity analysis, the heel phase of the walking gait pattern is
confirmed to be the most important stage for the floor response induced
by footstep impacts.
Significant variability is observed in measured and simulated re
sponses (at the same sensor location) induced by footstep impacts at the
same location. The uncertainties are from inherent variability in the
walking style of an individual and variability in gait between multiple
individuals. Dividing the floor into zones of similar structural rigidities
and clustering vibration measurements of footstep events belonging to
each zone into several contact-severity levels helps better assess infor
mation regarding variability in walking gait.
Incorporating structural behavior and various sources of un
certainties in occupant localization application using EDMF, footstep
events from five occupants have been localized accurately. Based on a
two-sensor configuration, a model-based approach (EDMF) that includes
zoning according to structural behavior, systematic errors and model
bias in the interpretation of vibration measurements leads to more
precise results compared with those obtained without zoning.
Improvement in localization precision helps identify walking trajec
tories (Fig. 1).
The numbers of the resulting CLs remain high for several footstep
events limiting the precision of occupant locations. As shown in Fig. 10b,
footstep events in the middle of the floor slab cannot be differentiable
with those close to the separation walls at the east end of the floor. For
instance, in Fig. 10b, a high number of CLs are estimated for footstep
events at location #20 for occupants O1 and O2 and event #18 for oc
cupants O1, O2 and O5. The CLS of footstep event #20 for Occupant O5

6. Conclusions
In this paper, a model-based data interpretation based on EDMF is
carried out for accurate and precise identification of occupant locations.
Traditional accommodation of model bias and systematic uncertainties
leads methods that sacrifice precision for accuracy. Use footstep contact
dynamics, as described in this paper, improves precision of occupant
localization without loss of accuracy. This work has been evaluated on a
full-scale case study. Precision of localization has been improved by
53 % with enhanced understanding of occupant characteristics
compared with the traditional method. The conclusions are as follows:
• A model-based approach that includes structural behavior, system
atic errors and model bias in the interpretation of vibration mea
surements leads to accurate localization of occupants.
• Defining levels of footstep-contact severity within zones of floor slab
that display similar structural behavior improves precision of occu
pant localization without compromising accuracy.
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• As indicated by others [43,45], the heel phase of walking gait pattern
(impact and subsequent full-contact between heel and floor) is
confirmed to be the most important factor for localization.
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